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President’s Message 

Tansi, 

We are currently living in a very different world since the last Messenger was delivered to the communities. 
Since the beginning of January, we have been learning more about the COVID-19 virus and just how 
contagious and dangerous it is. While at the beginning of the year, we were watching China as it battled this 
awful disease, it has now spread all over the world and has led to the shutdown of normal life. On one hand, 
we are fortunate to live outside of major population centres in the Settlements. Fewer people, fewer chances 
to get sick. On the other hand, because our Settlements are rural and remote, if an infected individual 
brings it back to a community, it could be disastrous. 

I recognize that many of us need to go to town for groceries and 
other essential supplies. As much as you possibly can though, I 
encourage you to remain home. Limit trips to town because every 
trip creates risk for the community. What we can also do is treat 
this pandemic as an opportunity to revisit our traditional ways of 
living. We can look to our culture and our history to support 
ourselves at this time. We can trap, hunt and fish for food. Our 
elders can pass knowledge of traditional medicines to our youth. 
We can keep our physical distance from each other and also use 
the outdoors for exercise and mental health care. 

Now is a time for us to care for one another, to love our families 
and friends a little more, and to support each other. MSGC is 
receiving daily reports from the province and the federal 
government. That information is shared in weekly administrator 
meetings held by telephone and shared with local community 
leaders. We are fighting to access funds and resources to protect 
you and our communities. Together, we will get through this crisis. 
Our people are resilient and strong. We have been through great 
challenges before and risen to face those challenges. We will do 
this again now. 

I would be remiss not to Congratulate and welcome Alden Armstrong back to the table. Alden was the 
successful candidate for the Chairman position in Paddle Prairie. We look forward to Alden sharing his 
experience and skill set with the collective. 

I am keeping our communities and our members in my prayers. Stay safe, stay healthy, and be strong. 

Herb Lehr, 

President 
Metis Settlements General Council 
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Message from the Vice President 

Greetings to all. 

I hope during this pandemic and trying time, you are all staying 
safe. My thoughts and prayers to all our communities, 
especially our leaders and elders. May God give you peace 
that surpasses all understanding and guidance from His Holy 
Spirit as we navigate through these uncertain times. 

We are still marching forward advocating at the Provincial and 
Federal levels for funding for the betterment of all eight 
Settlements. 

Our Harvesting Committee meetings still happen regularly 
with great attendance from all eight communities. Thank you 
to all for not allowing this pandemic to stand in the way of 
moving this file forward. 

The budget for LTA Infrastructure projects will be underway 
shortly as we work in gathering information from all our 
participating settlements. 

We are currently working on a grant with the Federal 
government that if successful, should create some economic opportunity with clean energy. Stay tuned as more 
details will follow as they unfold. 

In closing, please stay safe everyone and remember we all need each other in these times. As always, do not 
hesitate to contact me for any questions or comments you may have. 

Respectfully, 

Roechelle Gaudet, 
Vice President 
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Message from the Treasurer 

Hello Everyone: 

It is hard to provide an update without first acknowledging the sad and 

turbulent times we find ourselves faced with. We are all greatly impacted 

by the devastating virus known as Covid-19. All of our communities have 

been doing their very best to keep the virus at bay and limit the effects as 

much as possible. In March 2020, the Assembly approved an Emergency 

Financial Allocation Policy (FAP) in the amount of $1,600,000. These 

funds assisted each Settlement in providing additional programs and 

supports to deal with Covid-19. Each community received $200,000 and 

specific program allocations were decided upon by each community. 

While these funds were not nearly enough to combat the effects of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, it was hoped that this funding would act as interim 

assistance until either/or both levels of government provided funding to 

the communities. 

MSGC has pretty much gone virtual since March 18, 2020. Almost all employees have been 

working from home. However, some employees and Executive members attend the office on a 

daily basis. Some things are impossible complete from virtual locations. But rest assured, when 

employees and/or Executive members are in the office, the recommendations from the Chief 

Medical Officer of Health are adhered to. 

Conference calls with Administrators take place on a weekly basis whereby information and best 

practices are shared. Federal, Provincial, MSGC and Settlement updates are discussed. Thank you 

to all the individuals who have been able to participate in the weekly calls. It is so important for the 

communities to know that MSGC Central Office is functioning and we will do our utmost to assist 

the Settlements any way we can. 

MSGC Central Office regularly forwards the Settlements information regarding both Provincial and 

Federal grants/programs which are available to assist with Covid-19. Many programs are available 

for individual members and businesses to access. For ease of reference, the federal information has 

been attached for your review. However, the information may also be obtained from the website 

indicated below: 

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/news/2020/03/canadas-covid ... 

It appears as though the 2020 Graduation Ceremonies may not take place in person this year. 

However, MSGC will still provide all graduates with the traditional MSGC sash. All graduates are 

asked to notify the Executive Assistant (ea@msgc.ca) of an impending graduation which is due to 

take place this spring or summer 2020. Please include your name, gender, school attended and 

home Settlement. 
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With regards to the Long-Term Governance and Funding Arrangements Agreement (LTA) signed on 

July 04, 2013, the Annual Workplan and Budget for Fiscal 2020-21 will be presented to the LTA 

Implementation Team for review and approval in May 2020. Unfortunately, the Covid-19 pandemic 

has resulted in a delay in the approval process. The budget for the upcoming fiscal year will be 

$5,000,000 which is half of what we are accustomed to receiving. The dollar value was set out as 

part of the Original signed agreement. The thought process at the time of inception was that by Year 

7 of the LTA, the Settlements would be well on their way to addressing essential services, 

infrastructure, housing, governance, capacity, education, training, health & safety and financial  

sustainability. The LTA was designed as a gateway into other Provincial Departments to address 

needs of the communities. While that did happen in part, there is still a long way to go until our 

communities are on par with other communities in Alberta. Addressing Schedule J of the LTA, 

Financial Sustainability, is key. Investments and a review of the Co-Management Agreement are two 

important priorities which the Settlements are still focusing on. 

Regarding Schedule D of the LTA, Governance, policies continue to be developed to strengthen the 

Governance and Accountability aspects of MSGC. Due to the nature of our Policy Development 

Procedures, this process can take a very long time to develop even a single policy. Fortunately, we 

have managed to develop several policies over the past few years. To add to the list previously 

provided, the Property Assessment Policy was recently amended in January 2020. Several policies 

continue to be worked on: Membership, Residency, Standardized Financial Reporting, Settlement 

Controlled Business Policy and Councillor Remuneration. Another task in the works which will begin 

very shortly is the modernization of the Metis Settlements Act. Modernizing the MSA will be a long 

process as several discussions and community meetings must take place. 

As previously indicated, part of the Framework Agreement endorsed with the Federal Government 

in December 2018, MSGC agreed to three priorities in the short term: Financial Sustainability, 

Advancing Section 35 Metis Rights and Implementing Bill C-92 (An Act Respecting Indigenous 

Children). MSGC developed an aggressive workplan to achieve the three Assembly mandated 

priorities. However, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the opening of Parliament did not happen as 

anticipated. Parliament was expected to resume in February 2020 but did not resume until April 20, 

2020. MSGC did submit our Business Case (which outlined the financial need) to the Federal 

Government on April 20, 2020. We are not sure exactly how long the review and approval process 

will be. We will keep you updated on this endeavor. 

Regarding communication, the MSGC website continues to be upgraded. In addition, a new MSGC 

Facebook page is in the works and will be available in the near future. The intention of this page will 

be to provide members with current information. Improvements to communication can always take 

place. Should you have any suggestions on improvements, please do not hesitate to contact any 

Executive member or our CAO. 

Condolences to the communities where members have passed. Thoughts and prayers are with you. 

Should you have any questions for concerns, please feel free to contact me anytime. 

Sincerely, 

 Sherry 
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A Message from the Elected Secretary 

Greetings Settlement Members, 

I want to start by acknowledging the strange time we are living in. The spread of COVID-
19 throughout the world is unfortunately also a very real threat to our communities. 
Thankfully, efforts by leadership, administration and community members continue to be 
deployed to ensure that our most vulnerable people are protected. Without a doubt, some 
of the actions which have been taken, such as traffic monitoring, physical distancing, 
isolation, and delivery of supplies, have made a positive impact. 

Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, the staff in my portfolio have found creative 
ways to continue working on things like hosting weekly updates with Alberta Health 
Services, wrapping up grant reports, organizing feasibility studies for economic 
development projects, and so on. Please take a moment to read through the updates in 
this issue to get more information about work being done in the areas of health, economic 
development, FASD Network, Residential Schools, labour market training, and advocacy. 

To that end, if you have questions, feel free to contact me on my phone at 780-822- 4064 
or by email to danderson@msgc.ca. Until the next issue, my prayers to you for your well-
being. 

God Bless, 

Dot Anderson

Health Data Surveillance Session in Elizabeth 
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Message from the Chief Administrative Officer 

Dear Metis Settlement Members, 

I would like to introduce myself; my name is Justin Gaudet and I am the Chief Administrative Officer for the 

Metis Settlements General Council. I am originally from Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement, born and raised I 

grew up on the settlement, went to school and graduated high school in Paddle Prairie. I have gone on to work 

across the province over the years, and attended the University of Lethbridge to earn a degree at the Faculty 

of Management before returning home to Paddle Prairie to work in the field of consultation and the betterment 

of the members of the Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement. I have always wanted to work for the Metis Settlements, 

and I know have the pleasure of doing exactly that as I find myself in a position to work and strive for the 

betterment of all Metis on all settlements through the work I do at the central level by supporting our Executive 

Officers and the administration staff as they work tirelessly, daily to better the lives of all of our members. 

During this time of uncertainty with a global pandemic taking place and stress levels elevated, I want to 

encourage everyone to stay positive and avoid daily stressors. I want to assure members that all my staff are 

still working diligently to achieve the goals of our organization and maintain a strong, healthy community on 

every settlement. All departments are still functioning and operating at a level that allows maximum efficiency 

during this pandemic. We also aim to inform and distribute as much information as we can through our 

Messenger and Social Media Platforms. It is understandable that some may not have access to this information 

as readily as others and if this is the case I want to encourage you to reach out and let me or my staff know at 

any time and I will aim to develop an email notification list for all membership to receive updates on a weekly 

basis. 

I welcome any questions you may have for me at any time and will work to provide any information that each 

member may seek during this pandemic or anytime in the future. I can be reached at the central office or 

through one of the methods listed below. 

Take care and stay safe, 

Justin Gaudet 

Chief Administrative Officer 

Metis Settlements General Council 

T:780-822-4052 C:780-296-1504 

jgaudet@msgc.ca 

www.msgc.ca 

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/justin-gaudet-metis-consultation 
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Canada.ca  > Health > Diseases and conditions

> Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) > Canada's response

Canada’s COVID-19 Economic Response Plan 

Support for Individuals 

Individuals and families 

Temporary Salary top-up for low-income Essential Workers 

We will work with provinces and  territories  through  a new  transfer  to cost-share  a temporary top up to the 

salaries  of low-income  workers  (those  who earn less than $2,500 per month on a full time basis), that the 

provinces and territories  have  deemed  essential  in the fight against COVID-19. 

This will provide a much needed boost to those on the front-line in hospitals, those caring for seniors in long• 

term care facilities, those working so hard to make sure that there  that  is food on our shelves and tables, and 

others. 

More details will be released shortly. 

Increasing the Canada Child Benefit 

We are providing up to an extra $300 per child through the Canada Child Benefit (CCB). for 2019-20. This will 

mean approximately $550 more for the average family. 

This benefit will be delivered as part of the scheduled CCB payment in May. 

Those who already receive the CCB do not need to re• apply. 
Special Goods and Services Tax credit payment 

We are providing a one-time special payment starting April 9 through the Goods and Services Tax credit for 

low• and modest-income families. 

The average additional benefit will be close to $400 for single individuals and close to $600 for couples. 

There is no need to apply for this payment. If you are eligible, you will get it automatically. 

Extra time to file income tax returns 

The filing due date for 2019 income tax returns for individuals has been deferred until June 1, 2020. Any new 

income tax balances due, or instalments, are also being deferred until after August 31, 2020 without incurring 

interest or penalties. 

Note: If you expect to receive benefits under the Goods and Services Tax credit or the Canada Child Benefit, 

we encourage you not to delay filing your 2019 income tax return to ensure that your entitlements are properly 

determined. 
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Mortgage 

Canadian banks have committed to work with their customers on a case-by-case basis to find solutions to help them 

manage hardships caused by COVID-19. This includes permitting lenders to defer up to six monthly mortgage 

payments (interest and principal) for impacted borrowers. Canadians who are impacted by COVID-19 and 

experiencing financial hardship as a result should contact their financial institution regarding flexibility for a mortgage 

deferral. This gives flexibility to be available - when needed - to those who need it the most. You are encouraged to 

visit your bank's website for the latest information, rather than calling or visiting a branch. 

Contact your financial institution for further mortgage assistance. 

The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and other mortgage insurers offer tools to lenders that can assist 

homeowners who may be experiencing financial difficulty. These include payment deferral, loan re• amortization, 

capitalization of outstanding interest arrears and other eligible expenses, and special payment arrangements. 

Canada's mortgage insurers are committed to providing homeowners with solutions to mitigate temporary financial 

hardship related to COVID-19.  This includes permitting lenders to defer up to six monthly mortgage payments 

(interest and principal) for impacted borrowers. 

Deferred payments are added to the outstanding principal balance and subsequently repaid throughout the life of 

the mortgage. 

People facing loss of Income 

Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) 

We will provide a taxable benefit of $2,000 every 4 weeks for up to 16 weeks to eligible workers who have lost their 

income due to COVID-19. 

The CERB is available to workers who meet all of the following conditions: 

• live in Canada and are at least 15 years old

• stopped working because of COVID-19 or are eligible for EI regular or sickness benefits

• have not voluntarily quit their job

• had income of at least $5,000 in 2019 or in the 12 months prior to the date of their application.

On April 15, we announced changes to the eligibility rules to: 

• Allow people to earn up to $1,000 per month while collecting the CERB.

• Extend the CERB to seasonal workers who have exhausted their EI regular benefits and are unable to

undertake their regular seasonal work because of COVID-19.

• Extend the CERB to workers who have recently exhausted their EI regular benefits and are unable to

find a job because of COVID-19.

An online questionnaire will help us direct you to the service option that best fits your situation (i.e. eligibility for 

Employment Insurance benefits or not). 

Do not apply for the CERB if you have already applied for EI. 
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You can also apply over the phone: 1-800-959-2019 or 1-800-959-2041 

Indigenous peoples 

Addressing immediate needs in Indigenous communities 

We are providing $305 million for a new distinction• based Indigenous Community Support Fund to address 

immediate needs in First Nations, Inuit, and Metis Nation communities. 

These funds could be used for measures including, but not limited to: 

• support for Elders and vulnerable community members,

• measures to address food insecurity,

• educational and other support for children,

• mental health assistance and emergency response services,

• preparedness measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Supporting Indigenous communities public health needs and preparedness 

We are providing $100 million to support a range of federal health measures, including support for preparedness 

in First Nation and Inuit communities. These funds will: 

• respond to identified needs to update and activate pandemic plans

• support an effective allocation of public health and primary health care capacity to respond to the

COIVD- 19 outbreak

• align response efforts with scientific evidence as determined by a medical officer of health

• address immediate needs in the short term

Making personal hygiene products and nutritious food more affordable 

We are providing an additional $25 million to Nutrition North Canada to increase subsidies so families can afford 

much-needed personal hygiene products and nutritious food. 

Providing support to Indigenous post-secondary students 

We are providing $75.2 million to offer additional distinctions-based support to First Nations, Inuit and Metis Nation 

post-secondary students 

In addition to the measures above, Indigenous peoples can also access benefits listed under Support for 

individuals and Support for businesses. 
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People who need it most 

Improving access to essential food support 

We are providing $100 million to national, regional, and local organizations across Canada to:  

• Purchase, transport and distribute food and other basic necessities

• hire temporary help to fill volunteer shortages

• implement safety measures, such as the purchase of personal protective equipment, to reduce

the spread of COVID-19 among volunteers and clients.

These organizations - including but not limited to Food Banks Canada, Salvation Army, Second Harvest, Community 

Food Centers Canada, and Breakfast Club of Canada - will work with partners to meet the urgent food needs of 

Canadians. 

Supporting people experiencing homelessness 

We continue to support people experiencing homelessness during the COVID-19 outbreak by providing 

$157.5 million to the Reaching Home initiative. 

The funding could be used for a range of needs such as purchasing beds and physical barriers for social distancing 

and securing accommodation to reduce overcrowding in shelters. 

Supporting women and children fleeing violence 

We are supporting women and children fleeing violence, by providing up to $50 million to 

women's shelters and sexual assault centres, including facilities in Indigenous communities, to help with their 

capacity to manage or prevent an outbreak in their facilities. 

Delivering essential services to those in needs 

We invested $350 million to support vulnerable Canadians th'r6ugh charities and non-profit organizations that 

deliver essential services to those in need. 

The investment will flow through national organizations that have the ability to get funds quickly to local 

organizations that serve vulnerable populations. It will support a variety of activities, such as:  

• Increasing volunteer-based home deliveries of groceries and medications

• Providing transportation services, like accompanying or driving seniors or persons with disabilities to

appointments

• Scaling up help lines that provide information and support

• Helping vulnerable Canadians access government benefits

• Providing training, supplies, and other required supports to volunteers so they can continue to make

their invaluable contributions to the COVID-19 response

• Replacing in-person, one-on-one contact and social gatherings with virtual contact through phone calls,

texts, teleconferences, or the Internet

Seniors 

Reduced minimum withdrawals for Registered Retirement Income Funds 

We reduced the required minimum withdrawals from Registered Retirement Income Funds (RRIFs) by 25 per 

cent for 2020. 
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Supporting the delivery of Items and personal outreach 

We are contributing $9 million through United Way Canada for local organizations to support practical services to 

Canadian seniors. These services could include the delivery of groceries, medications, or other needed items, or 

personal outreach to assess individuals' needs and connect them to community supports. 

Providing immediate and essential services to seniors 

We announced that organizations who received funding under the 2019-2020 New  Horizons for Seniors Program 

community-based stream will be able to use their funding to provide immediate and essential services to seniors 

impacted by COVID-19. 

Activities can start immediately and can include: 

• supporting seniors in staying connected with their community and family by providing electronic devices,

virtual activities and remote tutorials;

• supporting the delivery of food and medication to self-isolated seniors at home;

• assisting seniors to undertake essential activities, such as visits to the doctor;

• hiring staff to replace a loss of a senior volunteer due to the outbreak;

• providing information to seniors regarding how to care for themselves during the pandemic.

Youth, post-secondary students and recent graduates 

Canada Emergency Student Benefit (CESB) 

We are proposing the Canada Emergency Student Benefit (CESB) that would provide support to students and new 

graduates who are not be eligible for the Canada Emergency Response Benefit or Employment Insurance or unable 

to work due to COVID-19. 

This benefit would provide $1,250 per month for eligible students or $1,750 per month for eligible students with 

dependents or disabilities. 

This benefit would be available from May to August 2020 More details will be made available soon. 

Creating new jobs and opportunities 

We are expanding existing federal employment, skills development,  and  youth  programming to create up to 116,000 

jobs, placements,  and  other  training  opportunities  to help  students find employment and develop valuable skills 

this summer and over the coming months. 

Launching a new national service initiative 

We are launch ng the Canada Student Service Grant (CSSG), which will help students gain valuable work 

experience and skills while they help their communities during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

For students who choose to do national service and serve their communities, the new CSSG will provide up to $5,000 

for their education in the fall. 

More details will be made available on the "I Want to Help" platform soon. 
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Helping students continue their studies in the fall 
Changes to the Canada Student Loans Program 

We are proposing changes to the Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP) to more students to qualify for support and 

be eligible for greater amounts. 

The changes would include: 

• doubling the Canada Student Grants for all eligible full-time students to up to $6,000 and up to $3,600 for

part-time students in 2020-21. The Canada Student Grants for Students with Permanent Disabilities and

Students with Dependents would also be doubled.

• broadening eligibility for student financial assistance by removing the expected student's and spouse's

contributions in 2020-21.

• raising the maximum weekly amount that can be provided to a student in 2020-21 from $21Oto $350.

Support for student researchers and post-doctoral fellows 

We are providing $291.6 million to support student researchers and post-doctoral fellows through the federal granting 

councils. 

Funding would support a one-semester extension for eligible students whose research scholarships or fellowships 

end between March and August 2020 and who intend to continue their studies. It would also provide a 3- month 

extension in funding for holders of federal research grants to support eligible trainees and staff paid out of these 

awards. 

Suspending repayment and interest on student and apprentice 

All student loan borrowers will automatically have their loan repayments and interest suspended until September 

30, 2020. 

Students do not need to apply for the repayment pause. 

This moratorium applies to the federal portion of student loans.  Borrowers should check with their provincial or 

territorial student  loan  provider  to see  if payment  is  required  on the provincial or territorial portion. 

Providing youth with mental health supports 

We are giving $7.5 million in funding to Kids Help Phone to provide young people with the mental health support 

they need during this difficult time 
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Date modified: 2020-04-15 

SERVICE CANADA 
READY TO HELP 

We are ready to help Canadians through the COVID-19 
outbreak. For a complete list of programs, services and 
resources available through the Government of Canada 
visit: Canada.ca/coronavirus 

Canada COVID-19 Support App 
Get the Canada COVID-19 app (iOS or Android) for COVID-19 information, 
recommendations, and resources. 

CANADA 
EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE 
BENEFIT (CERB) 

EMPLOYMENT 
INSURANCE (EI) 

CANADA 
SUMMER JOBS 

WORK-SHARING 
& TEMPORARY 
FOREIGN WORKER 
PROGRAM 

NEW HORIZONS 
FOR SENIORS 
PROGRAM 

Automated help line: 1-833-966-2099 
Service Canada CERB call centre: 1-833-699-0299 
CRA My Account and CERB call centre: 1-800-959-8281 

Canada.ca/en/services/benefits/ei/cerb-application.html 

Applications on or after March 15 
Automated help line: 1-833-966-2099 
Service Canada CERB call centre: 1-833-699-0299 

Applications prior to March 15 
Service Canada EI call centre: 1-800-206-7218 
TTY: 1-800-529-3742 

Canada.ca/en/services/benefits/ei.html 

1-800-935-5555 (TTY: 1-800-926-9105) or your
funding representative

Canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/ 
services/funding/canada-summer-jobs.html 

1-800-367-5693 (TTY: 1-855-881-9874)

Canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/ 
corporate/notices/coronavirus.html 

Work-Sharing: 
EDSC.DGOP.TP.REP-RES.WS.POB.ESDC 
@servicecanada.gc.ca 

1-800-277-9914 and select "0"
(TTY: 1-800-255-4786)

Canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/ 
services/funding/new-horizons-seniors- 
community-based.html 

Western Canada and Territories Region 
(BC, AB, SK, MB, YT, NWT, NU) 
W-T-N HSP-PNHA@servicecanada.gc.ca 
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SERVICE CANADA READY TO HELP 

Date modified: 2020-04-15 

Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) 

The CERB is available to workers who meet all of the following conditions: 

• live in Canada and are at least 15 years old

• stopped working because of COVID-19 or are eligible for EI regular or

sickness benefits

• have not voluntarily quit their job

• had income of at least $5,000 in 2019 or in the 12 months prior to the date

of their application.

On April 15, we announced changes to the eligibility rules to: 

• Allow people to earn up to $1,000 per month while collecting the CERB. $ 

• Extend the CERB to seasonal workers who have exhausted their EI

regular benefits and are unable to undertake their regular seasonalwork

because of COVID-19.

• Extend the CERB to workers who have recently exhausted their EI
regular benefits and are unable to find a job because of COVID-19.

Service Canada and the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) are working together to ensure Canadians have access to the CERB in the simplest and fastest way 
possible. Use the table below to determine the service option that best fits your current application or information needs. 

Information if you have already applied for Employment Insurance 

Application date Status Action Questions? 

Before March 15 
Already receiving benefits Do not re-apply. 

 Service Canada EI Call Centre: 
1-800-206-7218 TTY: 1-800-529-3742

Waiting for benefits Your application will automatically be assessed to determine if you are 
eligible for the CERB. 

March 15 or later Waiting for benefits Your application will automatically be assessed to determine if you are 
eligible for the CERB. 

 Automated CERB help line: 1-833-966-2099 

Service Canada CERB Call Centre: 

1-833-699-0299

Information about the Canada Emergency Response Benefit 

Employment Hours Duration How to apply Questions? 

Was self-employed - - You should apply for the CERB through the CRA: 

Canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/benefits/apply-for-cerb-with-cra.html 

Or by telephone at: 1-800-959-2019 or 1-800-959-2041 

 Automated CERB help line: 1-833-966-2099 

To speak with an agent about 

CRA My Account or CERB: 1-800-959-8281 

Worked for an 
employer 

Part-time 

(less than 30 hours ) 

Less than eight 

months last year 

At least eight 

months last year You should apply for the CERB through Service Canada and the Employment 
Insurance program: 

Canada.ca/en/services/benefits/ei/cerb-application/confirmation.html 

 Automated CERB help line: 1-833-966-2099 

Service Canada CERB Call Centre: 

1-833-699-0299Full-time 

(30 hours or more) 

At least four 

months last year 
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Date modified: 2020-04-15 

SERVICE CANADA 
READY TO HELP 

If you’re facing financial hardship as a result of 

COVID-19, there is support available for individuals 

and businesses. Get the support you need: 

Canada.ca 

CANADA EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE BENEFIT (CERB) 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

1-833-966-2099
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

If you would like to contact the Metis Settlements General Council our address is: 

Suite 101,10335 172 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta T5K 1S9 

Toll Free: 1-888-213-4400 or 780-822-4096 

Email: reception@msgc.ca 

   Or contact the Executive as follows: 

President Herb Lehr - PH: 780-822-4053 Cell: 780-645-0029 
email: hlehr@msgc.ca 

Vice-President Roechelle Gaudet - PH: 780-822-4054 Cell: 403-929-1996 

email: rgaudet@msgc.ca 

Treasurer Sherry Cunningham - PH: 780-822-4074 Cell: 780-523-8053 

email: scunningham@msgc.ca 

Elected Secretary Dorothy Anderson - PH:780-822-4064 Cell: 780-235-5515 
email: danderson@msgc.ca 

If you would like a copy of the Messenger sent to your home address or email please contact 

Ryck Chalifoux at MSGC 780-822-4068 or via email rchalifoux@msgc.ca 

Alternatively, the messenger is also available on the MSGC Website at 
www.msgc.ca 
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is Settlements leadership, staff, and 

 

MSGC President Herb Lehr Tele-conference Meeting with the Minister of Crown-Indigenous 
Relations Canada (CIRC), the Honourable Dr. Carolyn Bennett: Addressing COVID-19 and 
Federal Support: 

 

Last updated: April 17th, 2020 
 

On Saturday March 21st, 2020 the MSGC President Herb Lehr and Federal Minister of Crown- 
Indigenous Relations, Carolyn Bennett held a joint tele-conference meeting to discuss the Metis 
Settlements General Council’s response to COVID-19 (commonly referred to as the “Coronavirus”). 
The discussion was focused on ways Canada can support MSGC in the fight against COVID-19. 
Additionally, President Lehr had just held an in-person meeting with Federal Minister Marc Miller just 
weeks prior. 

 

During these discussions, President Herb Lehr presented Federal Minister Bennett with an outline of 
COVID-19 measures being taken by the MSGC and the local Metis Settlements, such as the MSGC 
Emergency $1.6 Million Dollar Financial Allocation Policy (FAP). 

 
“Although some support has been provided, we 
require the support of our partners in the province of 
Alberta and the federal government to overcome 
these tremendous challenges” 

– President Lehr 
 

President Lehr addressed the major concerns and 
challenges being faced on the Metis Settlements to shed light 
on some of the immediate gap’s MSGC and the Settlements 
have identified. The concerns noted to the Honourable 
Minister Carolyn Bennett by President Lehr followed 
consultation with the Chairpersons of each Metis Settlement 
via phone call the day prior. 

 
Through the quick response and action by the local Met 
volunteers much is being done in communities to prepare ourselves against COVID-19, but much more 
is needed. The following are some of the items our communities have discussed and identified as 
needs and/or concerns at the local level. These were the concerns discussed during President Lehr 
and Minister Bennett’s conversation: 

o Lack of medical staff/personnel in-community 

o Lack of support for homeless and those experiencing high levels of poverty
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o Enabling ability to support local health practitioners (including Traditional 
Medicine experts) 

o Not enough medical supplies in-community (i.e testing kits, sanitizer, basic 
pharmaceuticals – Tylenol, Advil etc.) 

o Protective Services Issues (policing) 

o Employment Insurance (E.I) Payment Delays and/or concerns 
o Lack of First Responders COVID-19 training in-community (information resources 

required) 

o Children Lacking basic supplies (such as diapers and formula) 
o Cost of travel for supplies (and the supplies themselves) are increasing due to 

unavailability of certain goods in surrounding towns (supply chain issues) 
o Metis Settlements are one of the most vulnerable population in Alberta 

(combination of existing health conditions and large elderly population) 
o Due to the Metis Settlements provincial jurisdiction, we are not included in the 

federal emergency preparedness plans 
o Metis Settlements do not have adequate emergency planning support (Are 

currently under the Provincial Organization Committee - POC) 
 

In response to President Lehr the Honourable Minister 
Carolyn Bennett's stated that although Canada has often 
forgotten the Metis and the Metis Settlements, that the fight 
against COVID-19 is one we all must tackle together. The 
Minister continued by stating that although the Metis 
Settlements are subject to provincial protection and eligible 
for the provincial COVID-19 supports, that the Federal 
government will also support the Metis Settlements. 

 

“The Metis Settlements will not be left out or 
forgotten, and that Canada has the Metis 
Settlements’ back” 

– Honourable Minister, Dr. Carolyn Bennett 
 

Minister Bennett explained that Canada would be announcing plans to spend $305 Million 
dollars to establish a COVID-19 Indigenous Support Fund that will include the Metis 
Settlements explicitly. 

 

MSGC National Office and the Government of Canada have been working closely to ensure the most 
expedited process for direct funding support for the Metis Settlements. To-date no funding has been 
released to any party through this fund (including the Metis Nation of Alberta). The MSGC - Federal 
COVID-19 support program is currently under final review and we expect the 
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Funding will be released the week of April 20th, 2020 (Due to on-going approvals the amount
cannot yet be released). Please be sure to see the MSGC website (www.msgc.ca) regularly to find the 
latest updates, including details of the announced support program when this information becomes 
available. 

As a final topic, President Lehr requested an update from Minister Bennett’s who is currently working 
with its officials, Metis Settlements General Council, and the Province of Alberta toward a solution on 
Metis Settlements long-term financial sustainability (Tri-lateral Discussions). These discussions have 
been delayed due to COVID-19 suspension of Parliament and logistical issues. MSGC National Office 
is working closely with Canada and Alberta to amend existing processes to accommodate this new 
COVID-19 “normal”. 

A MSGC 10-year Plan towards Long-Term Financial Sustainability has now been completed and has 

been approved by the MSGC assembly (April 14th, 2020). This proposal will be the basis for our MSGC
Joint-proposal at the Tri-lateral negotiations table. 

Public Affairs (Inter-governmental) Relations Calendar: 
Summary: High-level meetings in Ottawa were arranged and coordinated by the MSGC National 
Office with key MSGC political stakeholders and senior civil service officials. The purpose of these 
meetings is to highlight the urgency of MSGC’s financial situation and gain support for an MSGC 
Federal Budget request. A curated list of meetings has been organized for MSGC with key 
decisionmakers either responsible for or influential on MSGC’s policy priorities: 

Date Time Member of Parliament (MP) Location: 

February 12, 

2020 

*1:30 pm Minister Marc Miller, 

Indigenous Services 

Canada 

Canada Place 
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March 21st, 

2020 

*2:00 pm Minister Carolyn Bennett, 

Crown Indigenous 

Relations 

Via-Teleconference 

April TBD TBD Minister Bennett//Minister 

Vandal 

Via-Teleconference 

L-R: VP Roechelle Gaudet, President Herb Lehr,
Federal Minister Marc Miller, Elected Secretary Dot
Anderson, Treasurer Sherry Cunningham

L-R: National Director Blake Desjarlais, VP Roechelle
Gaudet, MP Bagnell, Elected Secretary Dot Anderson,
President Herb Lehr

L-R : President

Lehr, MP Jamie
Batiste, National
Director Blake
Desjarlais, VP
Roechelle Gaudet,

Elected Secretary
Dot Anderson.

L-R: National Director Blake Desjarlais, President Herb Lehr,
VP Roechelle Gaudet, Elected Secretary Dot Anderson,
Chair of the Indigenous and Northern Affairs Committee, MP

Bratina
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Figure 2L-R: VP Roechelle Gaudet, Alberta MP        
Viersen, Elected- Secretary Dot Anderson, President 

Herb Lehr, Nation Dir. Blake Desjarlais. 

Figure 1L-R: National Affairs Dir. Blake 
Desjarlais, VP Roechelle Gaudet, President 
Herb Lehr, Her Majesty's Loyal 
Opposition Critic (ISC) MP Gary Vidal 

If you have any questions regarding this report, please do not hesitate to contact: 

Blake Desjarlais, B.A Political Sciences. 
Director of Public & National Affairs 

Metis Settlements General Council National Office 
131 Bank, 3rd floor. Ottawa, 

Ontario, Canada K1P 5N7 

P: 780.822.4056 - C: 780.982.6119 
E: bdesjarlais@msgc.ca 
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Consultation News 
Traditional Land Use Studies 
Traditional Land Use studies are an ongoing project and help the Settlements identify areas on the landscape 
that are sensitive or important for members to continue practicing their Aboriginal rights and culture. The 
Settlements’ Traditional Land Use areas are used to justify why the Settlement needs to be consulted by 
government and industry on proposed developments that might negatively impact Settlement members’ use of 
Crown lands. 

Due to the current Pandemic situation, Metis Settlement Consultation Offices have suspended the collection of 
Traditional Land Use information from members. Once it is safe to do so, Traditional Land Use interviews will 
recommence. 
For more information, please contact your Settlement’s Consultation Coordinator: 

Buffalo Lake: Roy Auger (780) 689-2170 
East Prairie: Brian Supernault (780) 523-2594 
Elizabeth: Anne Turbide (780) 594-5026 
Fishing Lake: Savannah Durocher (780) 963-2202 ext. 260 
Gift Lake: Carol Anderson (780) 767-3794 
Kikino: Sharron Blyan (interim) (780) 623-7868 
Paddle Prairie: Maddy Daniels (780) 981-2227 
Peavine: Mark Sinclair (780) 523-2557 

Metis Harvesting Update 
Alberta’s new Metis Harvesting policy came into effect on September 1, 2019. In accordance with an agreement 
signed with the Government of Alberta in March 2019, the Metis Settlements have taken on the role of 
implementing the policy by reviewing and approving members’ applications to harvest off- settlement. 

APPLYING FOR YOUR HARVESTING APPROVAL DURING THE PANDEMIC 
The MSGC is continuing to work with individual Settlement offices during the pandemic to support the harvesting 
application process. We have now developed “fillable” pdf forms that members can use to fill out their application 
on their phone or computer without having to go into the office. Members who would like to apply using these 
remote forms must still submit a copy or photograph of their driver’s license, membership card, WIN card (if 
applicable) and long-form birth certificate (or baptismal certificate) with their application. Members are also still 
required to submit a family tree that shows a pre-1900 ancestral connection to the area they would like to harvest 
in. If a member does not have a detailed family tree, the MSGC can build one for them. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (WIN) 
It is important to include a copy of your WIN card (or just the number) in your application. A list of approved Metis 
Settlement Metis harvesters is sent to the Government of Alberta every week so that they can update the approved 
members’ WIN profiles. This allows approved harvesters to apply for a Domestic Fishing License in the approved 
harvesting area. Even if your WIN card has expired, the number on the card never does so please include it with 
your application. If you have lost your WIN card or don’t know your number, you can look up your profile at Alberta 
ReLM (https://www.albertarelm.com/licensing.page) with your driver’s license or passport number. 

Consultation and 
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BEFORE YOU GO FISHING 

Please note that even if you have received your harvesting approval from the Government of Alberta or your Metis 
Settlement, you must obtain a Domestic Fishing License before you go fishing. The Domestic Fishing License is 
free for approved Metis harvesters and allows harvesters to fish with either rod and reel or a net in the lakes that 
are selected. If you are apprehended by a fish and wildlife officer while fishing, your harvesting approval is not 
enough – you must have a Domestic License for the lake or river you are fishing. This is because the fish 
population in any given lake or river changes from year to year, requiring adjustments to how they are fished (net 
size, fish size, etc.). In some rare cases, if a fish population gets too low, a lake may be shut down entirely to 
fishing as a conservation measure. This would apply equally to First Nations and Metis harvesters. 

HARVESTING CONTACTS 
If you have not already received your off-settlement Metis Harvester approval and would like to apply, or if you 
would like to expand your Harvesting Approval to harvest in more than one Area, please contact your Settlement’s 
appointed staff member who can assist you with your application: 

Paddle Prairie: Annette Poitras 
Peavine: Daniel Gaucher 
Gift Lake: Cecile Anderson 
East Prairie: Jessica Bigcharles Buffalo Lake: Raynelle Lavallee Kikino: Sharron Blyan 
Fishing Lake: Desiree Lacombe Cardinal 
Elizabeth: Theresa Taylor 

If you would like the MSGC to work on your family tree in support of your application, please contact Caitlyn 
Supernant (csupernant@msgc.ca / 780-822-4055) or Erin McGregor (emcgregor@msgc.ca / 780-822-4061). 

WHAT DO I NEED TO APPLY TO BE A QUALIFIED METIS HARVESTER OR TO HARVEST IN 
ADDITIONAL HARVESTING AREAS? 

• Copy of MSGC membership card or other evidence of membership.

• Visual check (or copy) of valid government issued picture ID (e.g. Driver’s License) or other

documentation verifying place of residence. 

• Copy of Long Form Birth Certificate or Baptismal Certificate (includes information about

parents). 

• Genealogical record / Family Tree / File number(s) or names of any already approved family

member(s). 
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HARVESTING FAQS 

Are you a harvester applying to hunt or fish on Crown lands? Do you already have your Metis Harvesting approval? 
Here are some important things you should know: 

Qualified (approved) Metis harvesters can hunt for food year-round, but there might be some species that 
are not allowed to be harvested because of conservation concerns. Metis harvesters must also follow laws 
and regulations that are in place about not wasting meat etc.. Harvesters can get information about conservation 
closures and protected species from Alberta Fish and Wildlife’s Annual Guide to Hunting Regulations, available 
online or at your local Fish and Wildlife office. 

Qualified Metis harvesters must follow all safety regulations that are in place for everyone else (e.g., no 
discharge of a firearm within 200 yards of an occupied building, no night hunting, no hunting from a road or vehicle, 
etc.). 

All harvesters, whether Treaty, Metis or other, are supposed to report their kills of certain species that are 
listed under “compulsory registration” in the Annual Hunting Guide (usually cougars, sheep, goat, bobcats, 
bison, and sometimes wolves). 

Qualified Metis harvesters are subject to the federal and provincial laws regulating the export of wildlife 
from Alberta. Exporting wildlife to other provinces or to the United States or other countries may require special 
permits. 

Qualified Metis harvesters can harvest migratory game birds year-round but all harvesters, including 
Metis harvesters, are subject to bag limits and other requirements for certain species under the federal 
Migratory Birds Convention Act and Migratory Birds Regulations. Check the Alberta Annual Hunting Guide 
for any special limitations, closures etc. 

For fishing, Qualified Metis harvesters can obtain a free domestic fishing license from Alberta Fish and Wildlife, 
the same way Treaty harvesters do. Anyone wanting to fish as a Qualified Metis harvester must still obtain 
a free domestic license from AB Fish and Wildlife. With this license you can fish with either a rod and reel or 
a net (your choice). 

The domestic fishing licenses are tied to specific water bodies so, when a Qualified Harvester applies for their 
domestic license, they will be asked by Fish and Wildlife which lakes they want to fish in. 

Qualified Metis harvesters are able to harvest on all unoccupied Crown lands within the harvesting area. 
Some Crown lands (e.g., grazing leases) are ‘occupied’ at certain times of the year and the Metis harvester will 
need to obtain the necessary access permissions for those lands. 

Qualified Metis harvesters are also able to harvest on “other lands to which they have a right of access for hunting” 
within their harvesting area. This means that if the harvester has permission/right of access to harvest on 
private lands, they can hunt on those lands as well. 

Some Crown lands (e.g. certain types of parks) might not be not open for hunting – if you are unsure if harvesting 
is allowed in a park, best to contact Alberta Parks or, for federal parks, Parks Canada. Often, the information 
about what is and isn’t allowed in a park or protected area is available online. 

It’s obviously always a good idea for harvesters to tell someone where they will be harvesting for safety reasons, 
but there is no requirement for harvesters to report where, within their approved Harvesting Area, they 
are hunting. 

For youth or children who want to obtain a Qualified Metis Harvester approval, their application will need 
to be tied to the membership number of one of their parents. Check with your Settlement office to find out if 
there are any special requirements for youth/children applications (e.g., parental permission might be required). 
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The LTA was signed on July 4, 2013 and provides a minimum of $85 million in funding to the Settlements over 

a ten- year period from the Government of Alberta. MSGC has agreed to contribute $28.5 million towards 

infrastructure and housing within the Settlements. 

There were two amending agreements, first one dated January 15, 2015 and second one dated March 31, 

2016. Funding for all other initiatives is provided through the LTA. Specific Government departments have also 

provided additional funding for various initiatives contained in the schedules. 

In January 2018, MSGC forwarded correspondence to the Minister requesting that the Minister consider a re- 

purpose of funding under the LTA schedules. This was due to the possible exceeding of funds available under 

specific schedules (i.e.: Capacity Funding). Without approval, the LTA Implementation Team would be unable 

to exceed caps to accommodate specific Settlement requests. In February 2018, the Minister agreed that the 

funding schedule caps contained under each of the schedules be waived and allow for the reallocation of funds 

within the schedules. So, this essentially means that the previous funding caps can be exceeded as long as the 

overall amount allocated in the LTA is not exceeded. 

Schedule A – Essential Services 

The commitment to this schedule was 9 million over a period of 6 years to offset the cost of delivering essential 

services to the settlement members. There is no more funding provided under this schedule, however reporting 

is still required. 

Schedule B – Infrastructure 

The purpose of this initiative is to develop and maintain the infrastructure required to provide essential services 

on par with neighbouring communities. Also, to enable settlements to access provincial infrastructure 

programs. It is anticipated that up to $138 million will be provided over 10 years, including grant funding. 

In addition to the funding that was provided through the LTA to the settlements for the various projects, GoA 

did provide an additional $11 million and $8,631,239.28 was accessed through the Strategic Transportation 

Infrastructure Program (STIP). It is recognized that the existing infrastructure needs will not be realized by the 

end of this agreement and work has been ongoing to secure more money to address the issue. 

The four buckets of Capital Infrastructure projects include water and wastewater, solid waste collection, 

separation and disposal, roadways and bridges. While much progress as been made within the Settlements, 

there is still much work to be done. There are a number of Capital Infrastructure projects underway amongst 

all the Settlements, but the need is great, the costs high, and an appreciation for the time it takes for a singular 

project across multiple years is needed. The LTA is explicit in the operation of the Capital Infrastructure 

Program (CIP), but has the flexibility to distribute allocated dollars. However, the challenges are around the 

low amount of money available, a lot of competing expensive priorities, continued deterioration of existing 

infrastructure, and frustration with the quality of the lowest bid contractor process. The CIP Team is working 

to change this process. 

Long Term 
Agreement Update 
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Dennis Cunningham is the Infrastructure coordinator working closely with the settlements. Guiding Star 

Consulting in conjunction with Scout Engineering & Consulting Ltd. is on contract to help implement the Capital 

Infrastructure Program. 

ISL Engineering, was engaged as the consultant to complete the five-year asset inventory and the report was 
completed August 2019. This report is intended to create a list of the infrastructure assets, such as water 
treatment plants, roads, bridges, and update their condition; and is not intended to capture new assets nor 
make recommendations on the decision-making process. This is intended to replace the 2012 assessment 
completed by Associated Engineering. 

As part of Schedule B, a Capital Reserve Framework Policy will be developed next fiscal 2020- 

21. The purpose of this policy will be to outline how funds set aside ($13 million) will be used for infrastructure
projects after the LTA expires in 2023.

Schedule C – Housing 

The commitment to this schedule was $15 million, a 50/50 contribution from GoA and MSGC, which means $7.5 
million each. The intention of the housing schedule was that it would be sustainable. It has since changed to an 
affordable housing program. The Metis Settlements Housing Authority is up and running and have issued 
funding to the following Settlements based on proposals submitted under LTA Schedule C: (The total funding 
available to the settlements that are a party to the LTA was equally split with each settlement’s allocation of 
$2,132,907.20. Some settlements who had received homes under the Habitat for Humanity Program had funds 
allocated out of the equal split for those builds. It is expected that those Settlements who have not yet accessed 
their funding for the Housing Schedule will do so within Fiscal 2020-21. 

Settlement Project Type $ Amount 

Buffalo Lake New Homes/Repair Program $1,919,616.30 

East Prairie 6 HfH Homes/Excess Building Costs $1,438,712.81 

Elizabeth 8 HfH, Repair Program/Infrastructure 
to New Homes 

$ 2,132,907.20 

Fishing Lake New Homes/Repair 
Program/Refurbished Homes 

$1,919,616.48 

Gift Lake 6 HfH, Excess Building Costs $1,685,226.47 

Kikino 4 HfH,New Homes/Repair Program $2,132,907.20 

Peavine Proposal forthcoming $ 0.00 
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Schedule D – Governance 

The purpose of this schedule is to undertake specific initiatives to increase the effectiveness, efficiency and 
accountability of Settlement governance. One of the main initiatives which much time has been devoted to is in 
the area of policy development. The MSGC process for approving policies is a lengthy process which has been 
designed to ensure that adequate input from the communities is obtained. In addition, all General Council Policies 
must be developed in consultation with the Minister. This means that throughout the process of drafting, 
reviewing, re-drafting (sometimes several redrafts occur), the Government must be at the table. A Technical 
Drafting Team comprised of representatives from MSGC and the GOA are responsible for ensuring the Policy is 
presented to the Assembly in a manner whereby legislative and legal requirements are met. However, if the 
Assembly chooses to approve any policy which is not developed in consultation with the Minister, the Minister may 
veto the policy. The process for policy development could take several months for the completion of one policy. 
However, since policies are paramount for effective operations, the development of key policies must continue 
to occur. 

Work on the draft policies required under Schedule D of the LTA Annual Plan and Section 222 of the MSA 
is continuing. It should be noted however, delays have occurred due to the COVID 

Relationship to Settlement Controlled Business Policy: IN THE WORKS 
After the first Relationship of Settlement Councillors to Settlement Controlled Business Policy was vetoed by the 
Minister in 2017, MSGC reviewed the concerns expressed by the Minister and completed a revised draft. This 
draft was forwarded to the Settlements for review and subsequently received first reading. Amendments have 
been suggested and will be reviewed by the MSGC Assembly in the near future. 

   Standardized Financial Reporting Policy: IN THE WORKS 
First reading was given to this policy in 2017. Since that time, it became apparent that input from the persons 
who would be responsible for completing standardized financial reports was pertinent. Therefore, pilot processes 
began with each of the individual Settlements. 

Meetings took place with the Administrators/Finance Staff of most of the communities. These meetings were 
extremely productive and informative for the Settlements, MSGC and the GoA representatives in attendance. 
Second reading on the policy will take place after the pilot processes and settlement audit presentations have 
been completed. 

Council Remuneration Policy: IN THE WORKS 
A report was completed by an independent committee and was submitted for review. A draft policy has been 
developed and given an initial review by the Governance Committee. Amendments were requested and will be 
reviewed in the near future. 

Other policies currently in developmental and/or completion stages: 

Membership Policy: IN THE WORKS 
Since the initial Membership Policy was defeated on third reading on July 19, 2017, an amended draft Policy was 
presented to the Governance Committee on January 18, 2019. Amendments to the policy have been provided to 
Alberta Justice. Concerns have been expressed by Alberta Justice. These concerns will be reviewed and 
discussed. The Minister has since forwarded correspondence to MSGC suggesting that the Settlements consider 
addressing Membership through the “MSA Modernization Process”. 

Residency Policy: IN THE WORKS 
The Minister requested that a Residency Policy be developed in conjunction with the MSGC development of a 
Membership Policy. A draft Residency Policy was presented to the Governance Committee on January 18, 2019. 
It is expected that a thorough review and discussion on the draft will commence in the near future. 
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MSGC Business Property Contributions Policy: 
At the request of the Assembly, the now former Business Property Contributions Policy (BPCP) was reviewed 
and amended. The policy had been developed in 1996 and was very much outdated. As such, a review of the 
BPCP occurred with the decision to develop two key policies (MSGC Property Taxation Policy & MSGC Property 
Assessment Policy) which updated the legislative requirements for industrial taxation in the Settlements. 

MSGC Property Taxation Policy: COMPLETED 
After much drafting and review, the Property Taxation Policy received Third Reading on November 14, 2018. The 
policy was then submitted to the Minister and a few sections were subsequently vetoed. The remaining sections 
came into effect on February 14, 2019. The Settlements now have different options in determining Industrial 
Taxation rates. 

MSGC Property Assessment Policy: COMPLETED 
Also, after much drafting and review, the Property Assessment Policy received Third Reading on November 14, 
2018. The policy was submitted to the Minister and some sections were vetoed. The remaining sections came 
into effect on February 14, 2019. Shortly after this time, the assessor identified concerns which would require an 
amendment to the existing policy. The amendment was tabled with the Assembly in March 2019. The amendment 
was designed to clarify some sections of the Policy. However, due to the limited time available for the Settlements 
to issue assessment notices, the policy was approved in accordance with the MSGC Process and Procedures 
for Making Policies (Emergency Policies Section). Policies approved under this Section are only valid for 90 days. 
Therefore, over the summer and fall months, MSGC Legal Counsel met with Alberta Justice representatives to 
discuss and deliberate permanent changes to the policy. On January 08, 2020, the Assembly gave third reading 
to the Amended Policy. The Minister granted expedited approval of this policy on February 14, 2020. 

  Other Governance Matters: 

Joint Accountability Review Committee Report (JARC): 

In April 2017, MSGC provided the Minister with a list of six key principles which were agreed to as part of the 

submission from JARC. Some of the agreed to principles are already in practice. In August 2018, MSGC received 

correspondence from the Minister indicating that he would like to see MSGC clearly demonstrate how the 

approved principles are consistent with the JARC report. Further, that this demonstration occurs through 

development of a work plan. MSGC has been in discussions with Indigenous Relations on this work plan. 
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Schedule E – Capacity Building 

The commitment of $3.45 million was allocated for this schedule. As you can see, this amount has been 

exceeded. With the ability to re-allocate surplus $, more money was put into this schedule for the purpose of 

increasing capacity. This schedule provides funding to strengthen and develop governance, administrative and 

service delivery capacity for the settlements. The Administrators submit proposals to identify what initiatives they 

need to build capacity, i.e. Water Treatment Plant Operator training, standardized financial training, policy 

development and other areas they require assistance. The chart below shows the amount of funding provided to 

each settlement who is a party to the LTA except for the 2020-2021 fiscal year which has not yet been distributed. 

BUDGET 

Settlement 2014/15 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Total 

Buffalo Lake $124,638.93 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.26 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.71 

East Prairie 
$124,638.92 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.31 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.71 

Elizabeth $124,638.93 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.27 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.71 

Fishing Lake 
$124,638.92 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.27 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.71 

Gift Lake $124,638.93 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.27 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.71 

Kikino $124,638.92 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.31 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.75 

Paddle Prairie 
$119,250.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $119,250.00 

Peavine $124,638.92 $127,259.09 $150,719.43 $162,589.25 $212,855.00 $100,000.00 $878,061.69 

Totals $991,722.47 $890,813.59 $1,055,035.01 $1,138,124.94 $1,277,130.00 $800,000.00 $6,265,681.99 

Schedule F – Education 

The commitment for this schedule was $7.6 million. This schedule provides funding for K – post secondary and 

adult literacy on the settlements. The Administrators work with the schools to provide incentives to students, 

assist them with tutors, liaisons, cultural teachings, field trips and other programming that is identified by them 

to improve educational attainment levels. 

Budg
et 

Settlement 2014/15 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Total 

Buffalo Lake $24,063.24 $191,068.76 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

East Prairie $24,063.24 $191,068.76 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Elizabeth $24,063.24 $191,068.76 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Fishing Lake $24,063.25 $191,068.76 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Gift Lake $199,195.25 $15,936.75 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Kikino $63,723.25 $151,408.75 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Paddle Prairie $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Peavine $199,195.25 $15,936.75 $100,000.00 $83,000.00 $70,000.00 $47,000.00 $515,132.00 

Totals $558,366.71 $796,148.54 $700,000.00 $581,000.00 $490,000.00 329,000.00 $3,454,515.25 
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Schedule G – Training 

The commitment to this schedule is $7.35 million. These dollars are currently being administered by our MSSTI 

department. Dianne Desjarlais is the Director of MSSTI and works closely with the Settlement representatives 

to ensure that the ISETS guidelines are followed. No new dollars have been allocated for the 2020-21 Fiscal 

Year. 

Budget 

Settlement 2014/15 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Total 

Buffalo Lake $26,467.98 $58,571.42 $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $185,039.40 

East Prairie $26,467.98 $58,571.43 $64,285.72 $4,596.89 $50,000.00 $153,922.02 

Elizabeth $26,467.98 $58,571.43 $64,285.72 $7,433.05 $50,000.00 $156,922.02 

Fishing Lake $26,467.98 $58,571.43 $64,285.71 $5,577.49 $50,000.00 $156,758.18 

Gift Lake $26,467.97 $58,571.43 $64,285.71 $46,601.54 $50,000.00 $154,902.61 

Kikino $26,467.98 $58,571.43 $64,285.71 $37,755.07 $50,000.00 $179,475.78 

Paddle Prairie $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Peavine $26,467.98 $58,571.43 $64,285.71 $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $207,046.00 

Totals $185,275.85 $410,000.00 $428,109.87 $201,964.04 $350,000.00 $1,233,070.64 

Schedule H – Safe and Healthy Communities 

Policing - $13.6 million was allocated specifically to provide one full-time dedicated police officer for each 

settlement. This was the outcome of the three-year pilot project called the Enhanced Policing Project. This 

previous project provided five officers to serve the eight settlements. Upon signing the LTA, each settlement 

received their own officer. The Solicitor General has appointed an individual to oversee the delivery of policing 

within the communities. The previous appointee, Don Ladouceur, did visit the Settlements to try and work with 

the communities to resolve any issues we have with the Policing Agreement. However, to date, MSGC is 

informed that lack of policing issues still exist in the communities. The Executive will be presenting these 

concerns to the Minister followed by a discussion with the Solicitor General’s office. 

Health – In September 2011, the General Council Assembly unanimously endorsed a motion to support the 

formation of a Métis Settlements Health Board. Currently, Darlene Carifelle is our Coordinator and she 

oversees this schedule. No dollars were allocated to this area. However, with the surplus dollars, the LTA is 

Schedule I – Consultation 

Schedule I was designed to ensure a Metis Settlements Consultation Policy was developed which would 
increase certainty for Alberta, the Metis Settlements and Industry. 

Erin McGregor is our Consultation Coordinator and she works closely with the Settlement Consultation 

Coordinators to access funding to support operation of the Settlements’ Consultation Offices. Erin also 

manages the LTA funding related to the Traditional Land Use Studies. 

Each Settlement was provided with an annual consultation capacity grant of $110,000.00 in late 2018. As of 

September 2019, the annual LTA capacity grant will be rolled into the new Government of Alberta Indigenous 

Consultation Capacity Program (ICCP) grant and Settlements will no longer need to apply to Metis Relations for 

the annual $110,000.00. Instead, they will apply to the ICCP directly for an annual capacity grant of 

$285,000.00 that will run on a fiscal (April 1- March 31) schedule. The balance of the LTA Schedule “I” funding 

for the annual capacity grants is included in the new ICCP grants and is intended to support the operation of 

Settlements’ Consultation Offices. 
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Schedule J – Financial Sustainability 

This Schedule is key to the long-term financial sustainability of the Settlements. The General Council has 
reviewed various investment opportunities. The Settlements have also reviewed individual opportunities 
presented to their communities. 

An Oil and Gas reserve report was previously completed in 2015 by McDaniels and has been reviewed. In 
addition, the Settlements have resumed the discussion regarding the Co- Management Agreement revenues 
and the allocation of those revenues among MSGC and the eight Settlements. The Settlements have also 
started discussions regarding amendments to the Co-Management Agreement to ensure clarity for both the 
Settlements and Industry. 

A staff support at MSGC, Darcy Dupas has been tasked with coordinating various aspects of the financial 
sustainability file, as well as work on Economic Development initiatives. 

Revenue-Expenditure GAP reports: 
MSGC submitted Revenue-Expenditure GAP Reports for seven Settlements to the Minister on March 31, 
2017. On February 20, 2018, the Minister indicated through correspondence that he still expected the 
Settlements to continue their efforts to find efficiencies and to reduce the revenue-expenditure gap. In June 
2018, the Minister commended the Settlements for the work completed on the Revenue-Expenditure GAP 
Plans but requested the Settlements do more work on these plans. Work is continuing with the Administrators 
to address the Revenue- Expenditure GAP Plans. 

Schedule K – Implementation 

The purpose of this schedule is to provide structure and oversight to the implementation of the LTA. It 

establishes the LTA Implementation Team as the decision-making body of the LTA, and it includes 

representatives from the Government of Alberta and the Chairpersons from each Settlement that is a party to 

the LTA. 

It also establishes the LTA Technical Team, with staff reps from the Government of Alberta- Metis Relations and 

MSGC. The Technical Team provides the administrative support required by the Implementation Team. 

In Fiscal 2020-21, an Eight Year Review of the LTA will commence. Many concerns have been addressed. 
However, some issues still remain (ie: Infrastructure bidding process/selection etc.). As the LTA will be 
wrapping up in 2023, the issues must be addressed as soon as possible. Inadequate funding is a huge issue 
province wide. It is hoped that a tripartite process will be agreed to (MSGC/Alberta/Canada) which will address 
many of the needs within the Settlement. 
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Metis Settlements Health 

Board 

Health Board Update – April 2020 

Hello members, hope that everyone is staying safe and adhering to the social distancing rules; this is a 
very unfortunate time in our lives as we are not allowed to visit our friends and family, who are so much a 
part of us; however as difficult as it is we need to keep them safe by doing our part staying home. 

To keep informed of the most recent updates on COVID-19 and what actions Alberta is doing to protect 
Albertans please go to the following link: 

https://www.alberta.ca/covid-19 

This link provides you information on the following topics: 

COVID-19 info for Albertans 
Help to prevent the spread guidelines Support for Albertans 
Cases in Alberta 
Self-Isolation Requirements Travel Advice 
Restriction on Gatherings and businesses Essential Services 

Alberta Mental Health and addictions During COVID-19 

Mental health information during crisis is important. Alberta Health Services has information and a 
number of resources available for Albertans and our staff to help. 

Mental health resources are posted here; www.ahs.ca/helpintoughtimes. 

COVID-19 Online Resources 

For helpful advice on handling stressful situations and ways to talk to children. 

• Coping and Connection for Children & Families During COVID-19 (AHS)

• COVID-19 and Your Mental Health (AHS)

• Practical and Emotional Preparedness for a Pandemic (AHS)

• Mental health and coping with COVID-19 (CDC)

• Talking with children about COVID-19 (CDC)

• Talking with children during infectious disease outbreaks (SAMHSA)

• Text COVID-19 Hope to 393939 to subscribe to a free service that reminds us to focus on positive things:
ah.ca/text4hope

In collaboration with Alberta Health Services we are having weekly check in’s via teleconferencing with 
Administrators and health board members to discuss updates, concerns and if any Settlements require 
additional support. 

Daily updates on Status of COVID-19 are received from Alberta Health Services, this information goes 
directly to Settlements and additionally sent out through our office as well. 

AHS is currently in process of assessing the possibility of forming a partnership with the Alberta Rural 
Physicians; Mental Health Services and the Metis Settlements on the potential to have services available 
through virtual care, logistics of whether this can work is being researched and settlements seem receptive 

to the idea. 
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Although the COVID-19 pandemic has put a lot of programs and services on temporary hold; we have 
received the following grant approvals, the extent of work we can complete is uncertain and we will work 

with funding agencies as required. 

I would like to reiterate that grants are applied for allow us the ability to provide some programs and 
services that were identified through the community health assessment and although they are not huge 
grants it does provide the settlements the ability to have on settlement programs. 

Prevention and Education Coordinators: Drugs/Alcohol on each Settlement; this program is funded 
until August 31,2020. Uncertain as to whether any program dollars will be available to continue with a 

program such as this; a review is currently taking place by Government via appointed review committee. 

      Objectives of grant: Funding was provided to aid communities in addressing the Opioid crisis. 

• Distribution of and training for the use of naloxone kits

• Mobilization of information and engagement of community members in discussion on opioid
use/addiction, treatment options and prevention in a culturally sensitive manner

• Provide training to front line staff service, community members

Addictions and Mental Health Navigator; Received approval of grant to continue with this program; CA 
has been endorsed; and awaiting funding dollars. Due to the large geographical area that this program, 

has to cover we have expanded initiative to include a Western and Eastern Addictions and Mental Health 

Navigator. 

Objectives of grant: 

• Establishment of culturally appropriate prevention and intervention programming aimed to
reducing and preventing Drug and Alcohol use among MS members.

• Address lack of information and service gaps to improve access to services

• Facilitate collaborative service planning, linkage and referral facilitation for any individual,
family who requests assistance with mental health or substance concerns.

• Serve as information resource for community and/or service providers

• Assist communities in public awareness campaigns “Raise our Voice against Stigma”

Promoting Resilient Youth – Cultural Camp; Funding received for $100,000 from Children’s Services 

(Youth Prevention and Early intervention) – Cultural camp to be hosted by Fishing Lake Metis Settlement; 

NOTE: due to the current COVID-19 pandemic there is some uncertainty as to whether this year’s cultural 

camp will occur. 

Objectives of grant: Support Youth in developing a strong sense of cultural connection and 

identity, through connection to the land, elders and knowledge helpers. 

• Promoting traditional values

• Promotion on how language and culture are interconnected- elders and knowledge
speakers will speak in Cree language to describe the various aspects of resources being
harvested and terms associated with-it

• Learning of culture through being in a natural environment; survival skills

e.g. Building a fire, lean too; how to navigate your way in the bush, preserving food by
making dry meat, smoking fish, how to find natural herbs and their benefits.

• Storytelling, hunting/fishing skills; how the metis survived, history of the Settlements, and
importance of believing in yourself and to treat others with respect

• Experience horse and wagon rides.
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Caring for our Future Leaders (Indigenous Health Innovation and Cancer Prevention Grant) funding for 
this fiscal year has been forwarded to the Settlements. 

Objectives of grant: to address the issue of unhealthy and sedentary lifestyles of our youth as 
identified in our community health assessment; 

• Smoking cessation programs adults/youth

• Promotion of how to reduce sedentary behaviour

• Recreational, leadership and skill development programs

• Promoting healthy lifestyle choices.

Health Surveillance –: Health Data Accord 

One of the objectives of this Grant is the feasibility of establishing a Health Data Accord between Alberta 
Health and Metis Settlements, these engagements would provide information on how the MS and AH may work 
collaboratively to respectfully compile and disseminate meaningful MS aggregate health information. 

On February 27,2020 the Metis Settlements General Council Assembly moved to enter into a health data accord 
with Alberta Health. 

Ongoing/ New Initiatives: 

Nurse Practitioner (NPs) In partnership with Alberta Health Services, a full-time position for a Nurse Practitioner 
for the Tr-Settlements is in the process, recruitment for this position is still underway. 

Ongoing discussion remain to have Nurse Practitioners services in every settlement through partnerships with 

Alberta Health, Alberta Health Services, Primary Care Network and Population, Public, and Indigenous Health 
Strategic Clinical Network. 

Community Health Care Worker: Interviews for this position have been put on hold due to COVID-19. 

Mental Health First Aid – Work in progress to receive additional monies for more training; also been advised 

that monies will be allocated to train someone in Mental Health First Aid Adults whom work with youth – We had 

received funding to train Suzanne Calliou in Mental Health First Aid and she is near completion in meeting all the 

requirements to be a facilitator. Sent email to Settlements to determine if interested in hosting more training in 

community. 

Any question please do not hesitate to call or email Darlene Carifelle, Health Board Coordinator @ 587- 334-5394 

or email: dcarifelle@msgc.ca, or Dorothy Anderson, Elected Secretary, Health Board Chair – email: 

danderson@msgc.ca 
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MSGC Economic Development – Year in Review 
Q1 APRIL-JUNE 2019 

Six pre-feasibility studies were commissioned (three each) for Buffalo Lake Métis Settlement and Fishing 

Lake Métis Settlement. 

Q2 JULY – SEPTEMBER 2019 

An Opportunity Assessment Workshop occurred at the Kikino Métis Settlement. The assessment was 

conducted through a meeting with the membership on August 14th.

An Opportunity Assessment Workshop was held for the MSGC on August 15th.

Six pre-feasibility studies were commissioned (three each) for Gift Lake Métis Settlement and East Prairie 

Métis Settlement. 

Q3 OCTOBER – DECEMBER 2019 

Opportunity Assessment Workshops were held in Elizabeth Metis Settlement and Peavine Metis 
Settlement on December 11 and 16 respectively. 

Entrepreneurship workshops were held in Buffalo Lake, Fishing Lake, Elizabeth and East Prairie Métis 

Settlements between December 9th and 17th.

Cannabis production pre-feasibility analysis was postponed at MSGC due to an emergent opportunity, 
and potential industry partner, Eavor. The business case for investment was declined, at this time. 

Pre-feasibility studies were commissioned by MSGC relating to funeral services and the acquisition of a 
hotel in West Edmonton. 

Six pre-feasibility studies were completed for projects from East Prairie Métis Settlement and Fishing Lake 
Métis Settlement. 

Q4 JANUARY – MARCH 2020 

Governance workshops were held in Buffalo Lake, Fishing Lake, Elizabeth, East Prairie and Peavine 

Métis Settlements between February 20th and March 3rd. The objective of these events was for the
Membership to identify their preferred characteristics of corporate governance for Settlement owned 
enterprise. 

An Entrepreneurship workshop was held in Peavine Métis Settlement on March 4th. The objectives of this
event were to determine areas within the opportunities being explored by the Settlement where 

entrepreneurs could provide goods and services, and to identify the barriers faced by entrepreneurs in the 
Settlement. 

Pre-feasibility and feasibility studies are being undertaken at Elizabeth Metis Settlement, Peavine Metis 

Settlement, East Prairie Metis Settlement, and Buffalo Metis Settlement. 

At MSGC, we investigated two prima facia cases for energy partnerships which are not actionable in the 
current climate. The Settlement Sooniyaw Corporation has been invited reconvene by the General 

Council. To commence, a Request for Standing Offer was issued for legal services to establish a durable 

governance structure. 

In support of entrepreneurial level economic development, Fishing Lake is engaging in development of 
homestead-scale food production. 
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Hello Everyone, 

MSSTI Central Office would like to provide an update for you all during these trying times as Covid-19 has 
affected us all. 

Currently, MSSTI staff are working from home and going into our office once a week to ensure payments and 
reports are completed in a timely fashion. 

MSSTI has sent out notices to our respective settlements that all current students who are affected by the 
Covid19 and now have to complete their Spring courses online, that MSSTI was able to purchase the five (5) 

full time students a laptop/upgrade to. The maximum is $300 per affected student. MSSTI will reimburse the 

respective settlements once Central Office receives receipts. 

MSSTI would also like to ensure that students still receive their training allowances as we want to ensure 

supports are in place for MSSTI full time funded students. 

April 1, 2020 is our new fiscal year start and 2020-2021 MSSTI Applications and Career Investigation reports 

are now available for all continuing students, new students and those who are interested in going back to 
school. 

For the continuing students, please submit your final marks when you are reapplying. If final marks are not 
submitted, your application will be deemed incomplete and this will hinder the approval process. 

On behalf of MSSTI, please stay safe, stay well and follow the advice of Alberta’s Chief Medical Officer of 
Health. 

Our prayers are with you all during these trying times. 

Thank you, 

Dianne Desjarlais and Sheila Spence, 
MSSTI Central Office 
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Date 
modif ied: 

2020-04-
15 

Tansi, 

I hope this update finds you well. Over the last month, residents of our communities and people all over the world 
have experienced tremendous challenges and changes. The past month has been one of the most challenging 
times in history for people around the globe. The COVID 19 pandemic appears as though it will have an impact 
on our lives for some time to come. I hope that you and your loved ones are staying safe during this time and 
following AHS & Community prevention measures so that together, we can defeat this virus. As the situation 
around COVID 19 evolves, our priority remains focused on the well-being of Individuals and Caregivers affected 
by FASD. 
Accordingly, the contracted service agencies have all taken measures and implemented Business Continuity plans 
to be able to continue serving Individuals and Caregivers to the best of their ability. These are stressful times and 
I wanted to remind you that there are supports available to help you through this trying time. In addition, The Metis 
Settlements FASD Provincial Service Network recently rolled our their website (www.metissettlementsfasd.ca) 
and has also enhanced the navigational role within the program service delivery which will include a newsletter 
for Individuals and Caregivers affected by FASD. Enhanced navigational supports exist In the event that an 
individual or caregiver is seeking supports specific to FASD and is unable to find them, opportunity exists for the 
network to assist in seeking appropriate FASD informed services in community and surrounding areas. The toll 
free number to this confidential service is 1-855-915- FASD (3273). 
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) is a diagnostic term used to describe impacts on the brain and body of 
individuals prenatally exposed to alcohol. FASD is a lifelong disability. Individuals with FASD will experience some 
degree of challenges in their daily living, and need support with motor skills, physical health, learning, memory, 
attention, communication, emotional regulation, and social skills to reach their full potential. Each individual with 
FASD is unique and has areas of both strengths and challenges. 
NWR FASD Society – Service Areas – Western Settlements (Gift Lake, Peavine, Paddle Prairie, East Prairie) 
-Assessment and Diagnosis -Prevention Conversation (Paddle Prairie)
-Family Coach Program -Assessment and Diagnostic Referral Coordination
-Life Coach Program -PCAP (Parent Child Assistance Program) Northwest FASD

Society (City of Grande Prairie) – Service Areas – Gift Lake, East Prairie, Peavine 

-Prevention Conversation -Supports for Individuals & Caregivers

-Assessment/Diagnosis -Mentorship (PCAP Level 3 & 4 Prevention)

Lakeland Center for FASD – Service Areas – Eastern Settlements (Fishing Lake, Buffalo Lake, Elizabeth, Kikino) 

-Assessment & Diagnosis -Prevention Conversation
-Assessment and Diagnostic Referral Coordination -Mentorship (PCAP Level 3 & 4 Prevention)
-Follow Up: Supports for Individuals -Support Group (Caregivers & Individuals)
-Support Group (Level 3 & 4 Prevention)

Community well-being is the result of a complex interplay of social, cultural, economic and environmental factors 
that is beyond the influence of any one individual, organization or level of govt alone. As we discover the power 
of community as an essential driver of effective community change, we are compiling a body of knowledge around 
FASD. The goal of the network is to assess the needs and resources within each community to create a 
sustainable and equitable solution to address community needs as they pertain to FASD Network Services. 
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Report for Metis Settlements General Council 

 Submitted by Susanne Calliou 

Resolution Health Support Worker-Missing & Murdered Indigenous 

Women & Girls (MMIWG) January – March 31, 2020 

The RHSW/MMIWG has been continuing to work with all 8 Settlements in regard to scheduling and 

delivering workshops for the youth and have been discussing the implementation of workshops for the 

adults. As stated in my last report, our Settlements need more workshops for ages 19-24 and 25-30 

year olds, I am still in the process of creating these workshops, my co-worker Delilah and I are very 

excited about presenting them tothese ages in the new fiscal year. The MMIWG funding is only in place 

until June 30, 2020 at this point we do not know if it will be extended, however, we would like to do 

Settlement gatherings in the future to get more input from members to see how they would like to utilize 

the last 3 months of this funding, we may have to look at doing a questionnaire to the Settlements for 

their feedback. The funding for the RHSW program has been extended to March 2025, we are happy 

that this has been negotiated and look forward to doing more workshops and in community planning 

sessions. For those members that were having questions about the Indian Day Schools Class Action, 

please call Gowling LLP at 1-844-539- 3815 and they will assist you with this or if you prefer you can 

go online to their website at Federal Indian Day School Class Action, everything is posted there. 

Unfortunately, with the Covid-19 pandemic, all of our programming is being postponed until further 

notice. To all our Settlement members, please take care and remember our mental wellness is very 

important in this time of social distancing and not being able to see family and friends is very difficult, 

if you need to talk to someone please call the Mental Health Help Line 1-877-303-2642 they are 

available 24/7 anywhere in Alberta. Please take care, Stay Safe, Stay Home and We will get through 

this, GOD BLESS! 

If anyone needs more information or has any questions about my program, please feel free to call me 

(780)233- 5922 or you can email me at; scalliou@msgc.ca
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MSGC meets with the Member of Parliament for 

Edmonton-Strathcona 

On January 16, 2020, MP for Edmonton-Strathcona, Heather McPherson (NDP) met with members of MSGC.  

Introductions were made and Ms. McPherson spoke about her background and philosophy as a “Community Builder”.  

Representatives of MSGC presented an overview of the Metis Settlements. Ms. McPherson was very interested in 

learning about the Metis Settlements. She was presented with an information package containing the history of the 
Settlements. Several Settlements extended invites to Heather and the Hon. Jagmeet Singh. 

The President provided an update on the MSGC Federal Framework and the Federal Ask.  The huge infrastructure 
deficits existing in the Settlements was pointed out.   

Issues presented and support requested included: New school in Buffalo Lake, Educational Improvements, Mental 
Health and Addictions, Improvements to Infrastructure (including water treatment), Policing, Guaranteed Funding, 

Increased taxation ability, Resource Development, Concept of Concurrent Jurisdiction (with both Alberta and Canada), 
Assistance for the Paddle Prairie Wildfire, Natural Disaster Preparation, Relationship with the Federal Government, 
Recognition of Section 35 Rights and Action on UNDRIP (United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

People). 

Ms. McPherson mentioned that housing and infrastructure are priorities for the NDP. She stated that the Government 
needs to be held accountable especially regarding Indigenous people. Heather further stated that she has requested 
a meeting with Hon. Carolyn Bennett. 

The President requested support for the MSGC Federal Ask and further requested a meeting with the Federal Leader 

of the NDP be arranged.  Ms. McPherson informed that the leader, Hon. Jagmeet Singh, personally holds the file for 
Indigenous people. She stated that this file is extremely important to him. She also indicated that she will bring forward 
the request to meet. 

L-R: Karen Telford, Roechelle Gaudet, Stan Delorme, Heather McPherson,

 Herb Lehr, Sherry Cunningham, Lori Wanuch, Art Tomkins, Danielle Poitras
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MSGC meets with the Provincial Minister of 

Education 

      L – R:  Karen Telford, Ken Noskey, Gwen Morrissette, Lori Wanuch, Harry Supernault,  
 Honourable Adriana LaGrange, Sherry Cunningham, Stan Delorme, Herb Lehr, Wayne Daniels 

Members of the Metis Settlements General Council met with the Provincial Minister of Education, the Honourable 
Adriana LaGrange on January 22, 2020.   

Minister LaGrange listened intently as several issues were raised regarding the educational delivery within the Metis 
Settlements and communities surrounding the Metis Settlements. First and foremost, the lack of an educational 

facility within the Buffalo Lake Metis Settlement was brought to the attention of the Minister. Discussion took place 
regarding the placement of Buffalo Lake on the priority list.  Attendees were assured that the Provincial Government 

remains committed to investing in education and infrastructure. Dialogue then commenced on the deteriorating 
conditions of other Settlement schools including Elizabeth, Fishing Lake and Paddle Prairie. It was noted that these 
schools required major renovations and/or replacement. Several problematic areas exist including: inadequate 

facility size, small gymnasiums, small playground and lack of playground equipment. A discussion took place 
surrounding the establishment of a Metis Settlements School Division. Metis culture is extremely important and 
must be instilled within local schools. In addition, the quality of education must improve. 

Other issues which were presented include: 

Racism/Discrimination/Lengthy bus rides/ Poor road conditions/Inadequacy of rural area funding formula/Program 
funding cuts/Mental health issues/Staff retention/High costs of corporate level personnel/Poor communication and 
collaboration 

Minister LaGrange committed to reviewing the new funding model and discussing options MSGC can consider.  

Minister LaGrange was informed of the upcoming Metis Settlements’ submission to the Federal Government as per 
items contained in the Framework Agreement.  Support from the Province was requested for this endeavor. 

Department officials committed to partaking in future discussions regarding the ongoing educational needs of the 
Metis Settlements.  
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Environment & Parks Minister meets with 

MSGC 
On February 26, 2020, members of the Metis Settlements General Council met with the Provincial Minister of 
Environment & Parks, the Hon. Jason Nixon. 

Minister Nixon is responsible for Harvesting in the Province of Alberta. President Lehr thanked the Minister for the 

Harvesting Policy. The Minister was made aware that the Metis Settlements do have an issue with the section of the 
policy dealing with the “sharing of meat and fish”.  The cultural harvesting practices of Metis Settlement members 
was explained to the Minister.  He was informed that it is very important within our culture that we share meat and 

fish with elders and other community members who do not hunt or fish. This is a practice of sustenance which has 
gone on for decades. The Minister was also advised that members of the Metis Settlements are very interested in 
conservation and practice conservation as part of our culture. Minister Nixon was very understanding and assured 

the Metis Settlements that his Department officials would re-examine the policy and come up with a solution. 

L-R:  Stan Delorme, Lori Wanuch, Sherry Cunningham, Roechelle Gaudet, Ken Noskey, Minister Jason Nixon,
Chad Cardinal, Art Tomkins, Herb Lehr and Dot Anderson 

 Other items which were brought to the attention of the Minister include 
 the need to keep working on research; approval of the indigenous 
 protected areas and designation of the Wolf Lake Cemetery site. MSGC 

 representatives reiterated how important the protection of indigenous 
 lands are to the Metis way of life. 

 The Minister stated that ministry staff will be contacting MSGC staff to 
 follow up on concerns presented.  

 President Lehr presenting Minister Nixon with a genuine birch moose caller crafted by a 
  Settlement member. 
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MSGC meets with the Premier of Alberta, 

Minister of Indigenous Relations and MLA’s 

representing Metis Settlements 

 Front Row: (L-R)  Irene Zimmer, Roechelle Gaudet, Sherry Cunningham, Hon. Jason Kenney,  
      Lori Wanuch, Laila Goodridge, Pat Rehn, Ken Noskey and Hon. Rick Wilson 

  Back Row: (L-R) Art Tomkins, Stan Delorme, Dan Williams, Chad Cardinal, Herb Lehr, Wayne Daniels 

On March 02, 2020, members of the Metis Settlements General Council met with the Premier of Alberta, the Minister 
of Indigenous Relations (Rick Wilson), the MLA for Peace River (Dan Williams), the MLA for Lesser Slave Lake (Pat Rehn) 
and the MLA for Fort McMurray-Lac La Biche (Laila Goodridge). 

Members of the Metis Settlements General Council presented several key issues including: Financial Sustainability,  
Section 35 Rights, Infrastructure, Bill C-92 and Modernization of the Metis Settlements Act. Also discussed was the 

rescinding of the four Settlements, loss of family and livelihood. Further mentioned that the Settlements are requesting 
Provincial support regarding the upcoming Metis Settlements General Council Business Case which will be submitted to 

the Federal Government. 

Viewpoints were debated on the amount of funding the Settlements have received from the Accord days to the present 

day.  Deliberation further took place on the difference between Metis Settlements and Municipalities. It was noted that 
the Settlements did not maximize resource development as the main beneficiaries were Industry and the Province. 

A lengthy dialogue took place on the LTA (Long Term Governance Funding Arrangements). The Settlements pointed out 
that while the LTA had many positive outcomes, much work still needed to be done. In particular, Schedule J (Financial 

Sustainability) was not addressed. This schedule was designed to assist communities in becoming self -sustainable. This 
schedule must be addressed as options were to be presented regarding revenue generation (i.e.: Maximization of 
Resources under the Co-Management Agreement etc.). The Settlements wish to become partners in Alberta’s 

prosperity.  

A conversation took place on the entrenching of Metis Settlement’s land in the Canadian Constitution. In addition, 
Concurrent Jurisdiction, between the Metis Settlements, the Province of Alberta and the Canadian Government was also 
discussed.  It was noted that the Settlements have been partners with the Province since 1938. The Hon. Premier 

indicated that he would support a Tri-lateral process with the Government of Canada-Province of Alberta-Metis 
Settlements. 
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Family Day in Buffalo Lake

The community of Buffalo Lake celebrated Family Day in 
frosty style.  Despite the cold weather and windchill, many 

community members joined in the festivities which were 
held at the Rodeo grounds. 

Coffee and hot chocolate were by far, the most appreciated 
servings of the day. Not far behind was gathering around the 
fire cooking hot dogs, bannock and marshmallows. 

Horace Patenaude, emcee of the festivities, did a fantastic 

job announcing events and ensuring the celebration 
proceeded smoothly.  

Community members participated in many events including ; 
moose calling, rolling pin throw, axe throw and log cutting. 

Prizes were awarded to the top finishers in each category.  

The ladies in the cook booth were kept busy ensuring 

everyone had warm drinks and other snacks.  

Community members in attendance had a great time enjoying 

the company of one another. Hats off to the brave souls who 
tackled the windchill to celebrate this festive day and 

participate in Metis cultural traditions. 

 Great job Buffalo Lake!!! 

Participants engaging in the log sawing competition 

Emcee Horace Patenaude presenting one of the 

Event Winners with a prize 

Children enjoying sliding down a snow hill 
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Peavine Elder Celebrates 95th Birthday 

On January 14, 2020, the eldest member of the Peavine Metis Settlement, Madeline Gauchier, celebrated her 
95th birthday. Family members and friends joined in the celebration. One of Madeline’s granddaughters baked 
a cake, as Madeline prefers home baking to store bought products. Madeline also requested a dinner 
comprised of one of her favourite meals: Chinese food. Lots of laughter and storytelling took place. It was 
extremely moving when Madeline opened her gift from the Metis Settlements General Council. She received 
the traditional Metis sash as well as an inscribed Crystal Clock. Madeline cherishes every gift she receives and 
wasted no time in adding her newest treasures to her China Cabinet. 

Madeline, who is the matriarch of the Gauchier family, enjoys spending time out on the land in Peavine. Even 
at the ripe old age of 95, Madeline is looking forward to the summer when she can go berry picking and camping 
at the lake. This of course, includes travel on an ATV. Madeline is insistent that she continue to take part in 
traditional practices such as cutting moose meat and gathering laboom (mint tea plant).  

The Metis Settlements General Council congratulates Mrs. Gauchier on her birthday celebration and 
perseverance in maintaining our traditional cultural values!! 

Artist’s rendition of Peavine Metis Settlement 
on display at the Bishop Routhier School 

Madeline Gauchier 
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